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A letter of gratitude 
from the Director 
of Studies
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Dear Teachers & Friends,

In my five years as Director of Studies at Graduate School, this is – of course and 
by some distance – by far the strangest period I have encountered. The Corona 
pandemic has forced us to radically, and very quickly, overhaul almost everything 
we do: how we teach, how we administer, how we admit and process new 
students, how we allocate resources and to what. More than anything: how we 
plan and act in a situation characterised by extreme uncertainty.

The jury is still out about the medium to long term, but the end of the 
breathlessly intense short-term period – the end of the beginning – is now in our 
sights. What a monumental team effort this has been! All the faculty’s 
departments asked – and you gave. Not once have I heard any complaints or 
grumblings from the eleven (!) Graduate School teaching teams that were 
immediately affected this spring. You just rolled up your sleeves and went to 
work, and hard work at that. My own team at Graduate School has stepped up to 
the plate with ideas, quick and clever implementation, and lots and lots of energy.

I asked my old friend and Renaissance man Patrik Sonestad to help us set up 
studios so teachers could record lectures. He willingly gave his time, and his boss 
Birgitta Lastow, herself in dire need of Renaissance people, allowed it. I asked my 
brother Kristian, normally a researcher and senior lecturer at EHL, to help us 
man the service. He willingly gave his time and his boss allowed it. I asked Staffan 
Lindström, IT guru at the Department of Educational Sciences to help us think 
about the tech situation. He dropped what he was doing to help us out. 
Everyone, everyone has been like that and the gratitude I feel is hard to express. 
This is what we can do together when we put our minds to it, and align our 
efforts. It is also when the power of a great university is most keenly felt. We 
don’t always note the tremendous resources that we have accumulated in Lund, 
but they are there, always there, waiting to be deployed. A townful of 
exceptionally bright people can indeed make quite a bit of difference. 

There will be choppy seas ahead – we have no idea now the Corona situation will 
affect the 2020 cohort intake numbers, and the wider financial downturn 
resulting from the pandemic will inevitably affect our operations. By rights, I 
should be worried, and yet, curiously, I’m not. I’m not because you are all out 
there with your sharp wits, your can-do attitude and your sheer grit. Thank you, 
thank you, thank you… for just being you.

Mikael Sundström, Director of Studies, Graduate School
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Mikael Sundström
Director of Studies at  
Graduate School

You get this newsletter because you teach in one 
of our courses, supervise or examine Graduate 
School theses, or are in some other capacity a 
special !iend of ours. Since it is one of relatively 
few English-only information outlets, we try to 
widen the scope beyond Graduate School itself, so 
feel !ee to distribute it to international 
co#eagues.
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Sta! news
Shai Mulinari has now taken up his role as methods director at Graduate School 
– you can read his introduction on page 13. Welcome onboard Shai! Meanwhile 
his predecessor Chris Swader is now the Director-In-Waiting for the upcoming 
new programme in Social Scientific Data Analysis – read more about that on 
page 11.

Call for applications for educational 
development funding 2020–2021
In line with the efforts to develop teaching methods and professional 
qualifications, the faculty wants to encourage the realisation of projects and ideas 
on educational development that promote students’ learning and their learning 
environment. This year, some of the funds are targeted at projects that promote 
e-pedagogy, digitalisation of education and the digital work environment.

Permanently employed teaching staff at the Faculty of Social Sciences are eligible 
to apply for support in the form of time set aside for development. Successful 
applicants will receive financial compensation for a maximum of one month full 
time, which is to be used to develop teaching methods, educational leadership, 
collaboration in teaching teams and teaching materials or the equivalent. Please 
note that applications for projects aimed at regular course development will not 
be considered.

Applications are to be submitted by email to marie.steiner@sam.lu.se no later 
than 15 May 2020.

More web information and application form: tinyurl.com/LUapplypedfund
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2 Here you can read about staff changes and some 
of the things we are currently working on. We 
also add information about events that may be of 
more general interest to teachers.

Graduate School – 
what’s brewing?

Annika Hughes
Information Coordinator
Graduate School

Shai Mulinari Chris Swader

mailto:marie.steiner@sam.lu.se
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Programme work
SSDA

Work is continuing to set up the new Graduate School programme SSDA – Social 
Scientific Data Analysis. You can read more about the programme on page 11, 
where the Programme Director Chris Swader writes about the programme’s 
development.

Course work
SIMM16 & SIMM32 – Shai Mulinari

After having been expertly lead by Mimmi Barmark since spring 2016, methods 
courses SIMM16 & SIMM32 have now got new Methods Director Shai Mulinari 
at the helm.

Experimental Design for Social Scientists – SIMM49

A new methods course at Graduate School is SIMM49 – Experimental Design for 
Social Scientists. The course covers all elements of designing experiments, 
including setting up research questions connected to theory, designing the 
structure of the experiment, selecting appropriate measurements and planning 
for analysis and data- handling. The course includes natural experiments, 
laboratory experiments, field experiments, interventions and experiments on the 
web. In addition, the course also covers reproducibility/replicability, validity, 
reliability, and ethical issues when conducting research on humans.

AI and Society

A new course that will be given in the autumn is AI in Society – SIMS40. This is 
a multidisciplinary course offering perspectives on AI and society from several 
social science disciplines as well as from humanities. The aim of the course is to 
give a multifaceted understanding of AI in society and to let the student delve 
more deeply into one of these perspectives

Thesis course

For the first time ever, Graduate School's thesis examination this May will be 
held completely online. This means that the examination seminars scheduled for 
June 1-5 will take place online primarily via Zoom instead of in our classrooms. 
On May 20th students will submit their theses electronically on Live@Lund or 
Canvas; we will not be accepting any hard copies at Graduate School on this day.

Even though many of our students will be defending/opposing in different time 
zones, we cannot take the various time differences into account when scheduling. 
Graduate School’s thesis seminars will be held during normal Swedish business 
hours (8:00-17:00). Examiners will be responsible for scheduling the meeting in 
Zoom and sending the meeting invitation link to both the student defendant and 
opponent. We ask that examiners do this no later than 24 hours before the 
seminar. The student defendant is welcome to share the meeting link with 
classmates and peers if he/she would like to open up the seminar open to the 
public.  

We are aware that many students have been delayed in their thesis writing and 
therefore may opt to submit in August instead of May. Additionally, the 
Migration Agency has not yet stated that they will make any exceptions for 
student residency permit holders whose studies have been affected by the 
pandemic. Because of this, we will be offering online examination to anyone who 
needs it in August.

Current Graduate School Board
The Graduate School Board includes representatives of the various collaborating 
departments, student representatives, the four Programme Directors, the 
Methods Director and the Director of Studies. 

The Board meets 2-3 times per term in order to make decisions about our course 
syllabi, course literature, and overall general policies. Board meetings provide an 
important opportunity for Graduate School to connect with the other Faculty 
departments for the purpose of exchanging information. Here are the current 
members of the Graduate School Board:

Graduate School Directors’ team

Annika Bergman Rosamond, Programme Director for Global Studies

Rola El-Husseini, Programme Director for Middle Eastern Studies
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Marta Kolankiewicz, Programme Director for Social Studies of Gender

Shai Mulinari, Methods Director

Karin Steen, Programme Director for Development Studies

Mikael Sundström, Director of Studies for Graduate School (chair)

Chris Swader, Programme Director, Social Scientific Data Analysis

Department representatives

Leili Laanemets, Director of Studies for Social Work

Jakob Gustavsson, Director of Studies for Political Science

Henrik Gutzon Larsen, Director of Studies for KEG

Jan-Olof Nilsson, Director of Studies for Education, Social Anthropology and Sociology

Rebecca Selberg, Director of Studies for Gender Studies 

Anna Sonander, Director of Studies for Sociology of Law

Student representatives

Anne Stella Muchiti Mulama 

Xolisile Bridgette Ntuli

(vacancy – see page 8)

(vacancy – see page 8)

Admissions Information
For an overview of application numbers for our four programmes, see the charts 
below. The Middle Eastern Programme remains our smallest programme in terms 
of applications, in spite of a push to promote it on social media this year. For that 
reason the application process to that programmes has not ended yet when this 
is being written. The silver lining is that the Middle Eastern Programme, like its 
three Graduate School siblings, gets a lot of high-priority applications – as a rule 
such students tend to turn up once offered a spot in a programme, although what 
will happen in the Corona period is anyone’s guess (see next article).

Figure 1. Raw application numbers 2012 – 2020
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Applications are one thing, admitted another. From the raw numbers we first 
remove non-viable ones (applications that do not meet our eligibility 
requirements, or international students who have not paid their application fee). 
The pool of eligible applicants are then ranked, and we then admit the best 
candidates. The Corona situation has led us to dramatically increase admission to 
Global Studies and Development Studies to try to compensate for the projected 
shortfall (see separate article, p. 8 pp.). Even that number if far from firm, 
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however. The “admitted today” bars in the chart below is the latest number we 
have at this point, but applicants drop off for a variety of reasons even in a 
normal year. Maybe we were their second choice. Maybe the fee could not be 
paid. Maybe they got a job. The “admitted today” number is for that reason a 
guessing game until they are actually turning up on our doorstep! 

Figure 3. From raw numbers to admitted students 2020
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From APPLICATIONS to ADMISSIONS

Still open!

Did you miss it? Previous Teacher Times 
articles
This is the eighth issue of the Teacher News. In each issue we provide updates 
about currently important events, dates etc., but also longer articles about 
aspects we think it might be interesting to learn more about – and where rich 
information in English is often unavailable. Did you miss anything? All issues are 
available here: www.graduateschool.sam.lu.se/staff-resources

Information about the Faculty, LU and LU units
Pufendorf IAS – what is that? (issue 5)
LU international collaboration: LERU & U21 explained (issue 5)
The Academic Support Centre – what is that? (issue 5)
The Paradise Quarter renovation project explained (issue 5)

The Faculty International Office – what can they do for you? (issue 6)
The Rector’s [vice-chancellor’s] Office (issue 7)
The Legal Division (issue 7)

Introducing systems and administrative processes and units
Heads-up: Kaltura – a system to record videos (issue 2)
Heads-up: TorTalk – a text-to-speech system (issue 3)
Behind the scenes – a look at formal administrative units around the faculty (issue 3)
The admissions process – how does it work? (issue 4)
Heads-up: LexisNexis: a database with 3,000 international newspapers (issue 4)
The Canvas system explained (issue 6)
LU employee benefits that you may not be aware of (issue 6)

Graduate School development
Methods: a development roadmap (issue 1, follow-up issue 4)
Thesis Introduction Day: a Graduate School Project (issue 2)
Rolling out the Thesis Preparation Track (issue 3, 4, 5, 6)
A look at the history of “our” building that turns 150 this year (issue 4)
Sexual Harassment – what we can do to address the problem (issue 4)
Middle Eastern Studies @ Graduate School (issue 6)
SI mentoring (issue 6)
A new course: Experiments in the social sciences (issue 6)
Making better use of our rooms: a corridor project (issue 7)
Social Scientific Data Analysis: a new Graduate School programme (issue 7)

Pedagogical challenges, opportunities, and development
The Teaching Academy – an Introduction by the Vice Dean (issue 2)
Funding and Other Resources for Development Projects (issue 2)
Understanding Internship Courses: a Development Project (issue 2)
Internationalisation of the Curriculum (issue 2)
Heads-up: The STINT teaching sabbatical (issue 3)
Teacher opportunity: Erasmus+ (issue 5)
Classroom as a contested space: a workshop (issue 6)

Major reports & special issues
10 years of Graduate School and a look to the future (issue 3)
Faculty methods courses: an international comparison (issue 3)
What to think about AI? (issue 4)
Programme Conclave 2018 report (issue 5)
Mentorship report (issue 7)

https://www.graduateschool.sam.lu.se/staff-resources
https://www.graduateschool.sam.lu.se/staff-resources
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Keeping track of it all

I think we all realise that once the Corona shock to the system has passed, there 
will be a lot of research opportunities ahead: not least for social scientists. What 
we are currently experiencing live will at that point become valuable data, 
helping us all to learn how to cope better next time around. I feel that we have 
an obligation to try to keep organised track of developments as they happen, to 
improve the quality of that data source. At Graduate School, Annika Hughes is 
our designated “Corona archivist,” and she endeavours to log events as and when 
they happen. You can help Annika by providing your own perspectives on how 
things played out, not least information-wise, at Lund University, all the way 
from the central level to your own personal space in the sprawling organisational 
chart. If you want to contribute, please mail annika.hughes@sam.lu.se.

We intend to use this gathered material this autumn when a brief report about 
the Corona period (thus far) and what we have learned from it will be appended 
to this year’s quality dialogue with the Faculty (all departments have these talks 
once a year).

I would also like to highlight our former methods director, and incoming 
programme director, Chris Swader’s Corona Diaries project. This is an 
international study of personal accounts of Covid-19 related events, where you 
are invited to anonymously record your experiences of things like social 
distancing/quarantine in daily life. This is how the project is described on the 
web:

The feeling of social isolation — loneliness — has become an issue of public concern. Other 
disciplines have mostly ignored the social practices and social contexts of loneliness, and 
sociology has neglected the study of this subject since the 1970’s. As a result, we do not know how 
people use the social infrastructure around them when dealing feelings of social isolation in 
everyday life.

The current events surrounding COVID-19 and measures to mitigate it, for example, social 
distancing/quarantine, can result in the sudden salience of ‘social places’ and social infrastructure 

more widely because the breaches in 
everyday routines may reveal to 
individuals the importance of those 
routines. It is thus a critical time to 
gather personal accounts of COVID-19 
related experience in order to 
understand, among other things, the 
subjective impacts of sudden mass social 
isolation and how it is experienced.

Qualitative accounts are gathered online 
across as diverse a sample as possible in 
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Mikael Sundström
Director of Studies at  
Graduate School

The Corona ordeal is far !om over, and we are 
mu#ing over what we have learned !om the 
initial rush to convert Graduate School courses 
to an online environment – and about what is to 
come in the coming year.

In this article, Graduate School’s Director of 
Studies discusses a range of issues linked to 
current and future Corona-related cha#enges. 

mailto:annika.hughes@sam.lu.se
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order to record a wide variety of experiences of COVID-19 related events, to enable future 
comparative work on, in addition to perceived social isolation: inequalities of social isolation, 
political and economic impacts, ideological and cognitive dissonance effects, normlessness and 
normative (re-)construction, ontological insecurity, and social conflict.

More information: tinyurl.com/LUcoronadiaries

Please feel free to share the study with others in order to expand the 
international data collection effort.

Impact assessment: a hobbled academic year ahead?

The main short-term worry is what will happen to the 2020 cohort intake 
numbers. Prognostication is hard: if we enter a recession because of the Corona 
hardship, we will probably get more Swedish students than we would have 
otherwise – they tend to hole up for a bit during economic downturns, waiting 
for an improved employment situation. The international component, and 
particularly fee-paying students, is another thing completely. How much will the 
very memory of severe travel restrictions affect their decisions to study abroad? 
How will the local economic situations in their home countries affect their 
opportunities to do so? And for how long? 

We are hearing some pretty grim guesses (the External Relations unit has 
projected a loss of up to 90 per cent of fee-paying students for instance), but 
“guesses” is the operative word here: we just don’t know at this stage. We have 
massively upped the admissions numbers for our two biggest programmes, 
Development Studies and Global Studies, to compensate, but we will not 
understand the fallout until late August.

Because we might nevertheless conceivably get more students than anticipated, 
although I consider it unlikely given Graduate School’s normal student body 
composition, we also have to plan for that eventuality. The profile courses that 
might be hit (Development Studies, Global Studies and just possibly Gender 
Studies) have started early contingency planning to deal with that. When we 
finally know the actual student cohort numbers (and that means August!) we shift 
focus to the massive methods course (SIMM51) in the second half of the term to 
see what needs to be done there.

The Corona preparations have been, and will continue to be, costly in terms of 
effort, but also financially: I doubt that the immediate hit will turn out to be 
much shy of SEK 500,000 or so for Graduate School in 2020. The good news is 
that the Myndighetskapital, i.e., saved funding that has been a special headache 
because the government did not like to see coffers full of money just sitting idle, 

is, for the first time in many years, a real blessing. The existence of that pot of 
gold has made it possible to quickly and flexibly allocate funding to 
Corona-specific operations. I certainly hope that the Swedish government will 
reconsider their repeated criticism of the Myndighetskapital based on this 
experience, which also lessened the immediate pressure on the public purse – 
although the long-term tiding-over is another thing completely (see below).

Anyway, depending on the final cohort numbers at the faculty, some downsizing 
of individual courses might be necessary – but the idea, for now, is to keep all 
planned 2021 courses alive.

An unignorable problem is finally how teaching staff can cope in the medium 
term if extraordinary efforts are required well beyond the current disaster 
management period: we suffer from a general lack of teaching capacity at the 
Faculty – the Corona impact will put additional strain on our teachers. How do 
we deal with that; how do we make sure we all have sustainable workloads? These 
are strategic questions that will require attention on all planning levels, and I’m 
at least doing my share to air such worries.

Impact assessment: what will happen further on…?

The Corona situation has been highly disruptive in the short term, but it also 
brings with it financial uncertainties that, if we are unlucky, can affect operations 
for a long time to come. I find it unlikely – though hope springs eternal – that the 
faculty will be able to fully meet its teaching pledge (the HÅS [HelÅrsStudent], 
or full time studies equivalent) in 2020 – and 2021 too is in part chained to this 
year’s intake numbers. Meeting those pledges is (so far, a revision is due soon) the 
keystone when resources are distributed in tertiary education Sweden, and many 
stakeholders may, after an expected grace period, awaken if HÅS 
expectation/outcome mismatches are apparent.

Graduate School is particularly vulnerable in such a scenario as we tend to have 
so many non-Swedes in our classrooms. We will not be back where we want to be 
until we have a normalised intake situation, and that can potentially take several 
years.

The crucial question is if the faculty, the university, and ultimately the Swedish 
government will provide resources to tide us over this difficult situation without 
any sizeable downscaling of our ambitions, or if we, like many others in that case, 
will instead be asked to save money. I am hoping for a “sympathy period” that 
extends beyond 2021, but the situation is so volatile and complex that proper 
projections cannot really be made at this point.

https://tinyurl.com/LUcoronadiaries
https://tinyurl.com/LUcoronadiaries
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Impact assessment: what about our students?

Our current students have been badly sideswiped by Corona, and the sudden 
conversion of not just courses but their whole way of life. I will write a little 
something about our communications strategies later in this text, but beyond 
that we have also sent out a survey to our students to try to assess how they are 
coping.

Many are doing well, and are stating so, but others feel lost, isolated and severely 
shaken by events. To my surprise, thesis students are finding it as difficult as 
students attending courses: I originally imagined that the transition would be 
relatively smooth for them, as it was “just” a matter of converting supervision 
sessions to an online environment. Instead some thesis writers find it hard to 
motivate themselves, possibly as Corona dominates the news cycle, and will also 
have impacted them directly: a potent distractor and de-motivator.

Several thesis students have requested that we move the normal May submission 
dates and/or organise added supervision opportunities in the summer. My view is 
that the August hand-in option will be enough, and that extra supervision will be 
dealt with on a case-by-case basis (and very restrictive). Staff too need the 
summer to recuperate after this ordeal!

When Corona hit our shores, it also created a rift between the Student Union 
and some of their representatives that sit on the Graduate School Board. This is 
a very serious thing for us as we have since lost important student voices (we had 
no students partaking in our April meeting). I asked one of the dissenting 
representatives, Onur Fidangül to write a short note about their decision, as I 
believe this action needs to be recorded, and add it below (it includes the mail 
they sent to the Union explaining their decision.

On March 15th, a group of students including myself wrote an open letter addressing Minister Hallengren 
and Vice-Chancellor von Schantz regarding the University's delayed and loose response to the pandemic. 
The letter in few days was signed by over 1300 students from Lund University (you can find the full text 
below). The Social Sciences Student Union Vice-President was informed about our concerns as well as us 
starting a petition immediately (by us) and had not shared anything with students until we challenged them. 
Conversations over email with the Vice- President of the Union, showed that the Union was not hearing our 
voices and demands. We were deeply disappointed by the lack of action in response to so many signatures 
collected in such a short time. Consequently, X and I (separately) decided to resign from representing the 
Union at the Graduate School Board.

The Open Letter

Ms. Lena Hallengren+ + + Prof. Torbjörn von Schantz 
Ministry of Health and Social Affairs+ + Vice-Chancellor 
SE 103 33 Stockholm+ + + Lund University 
socialdepartementet.registrator@gov.se+ rektor@rektor.lu.se

Dear Minister Hallengren and Vice-Chancellor von Schantz,

As students, academics and staff members at Lund University we are deeply concerned about the Ministry’s 
and Lund University’s response to the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, despite an alarming number of 
cases in Sweden (particularly in the Skåne Region). The risk of spreading in Sweden is very high, according 
to the Swedish Public Health Agency (*). This is supported by the WHO declaring Europe as the epicenter 
of the pandemic (**) on March 13th. Preventive measures have been limited to advise on traveling, 
self-quarantine and canceling events over 500 people (***).  

In the past week, due to the increasing number of fatalities, many European states have taken strict 
measures in order to contain the spread of the pandemic. Measures range from the closure of borders 
restricting entry to all foreign nationals (Denmark, U.S.), to country lockdowns (Spain, Italy). The cases of 
China, South Korea, Hong Kong, and Singapore, have shown how social distance measures are the most 
effective to prevent further spreading of COVID-19, enabling medical authorities to respond efficiently. 

Thousands of schools and universities have been temporarily closed or shifted to online education. 
Universities in the following countries have moved to online teaching or closed: England, Scotland, Wales, 
Norway, and Belgium. Universities in the following European countries have been closed for at least two 
weeks: Italy, France, Spain, Denmark, Greece, Czech Republic, Portugal, Slovenia, Romania, Ireland, Poland, 
Luxembourg, Estonia, Slovakia, and Lithuania. 

We are therefore deeply concerned by both the Ministry and Lund's apparent disregard against the further 
spreading of the virus. We are now in the position of having several students outside of the country and 
unable to return due to the closure of Denmark's borders for one month. With the next modules due to 
commence on the week commencing 23rd March, clarity is needed. 

In light of the examples above, we urgently demand Lund University with the endorsement of the Ministry 
to implement the following measures:

1. Facilitate and coordinate all classes and seminars online to allow all students to continue to participate in 
their studies. 

2. Provide alternatives for students who have limited or no access to a laptop or internet connection on 
their premises.

3. Ensure that students do not lose their student status, their scholarships, and loans.

4. Temporarily suspend Student Nations’ activities as well as other cultural and social events at the 
university. 

5. Ensure that international students, faculty, and staff are able to travel back to their home countries if 
they wish to do so. 

6. Ensure students and staff who are currently abroad and cannot travel back to Sweden due to travel 
restrictions do not face any consequences in relation to their residence permits and studies. 

7. Increase the capacity of mental health services provided by the Student Health Center to accommodate 
the needs of Lund's University community. 

(*) See https://www.thelocal.se/20200310/very-high-risk-of-coronavirus-spreading-in-sweden

(**) See https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-51876784 

(***) See https://www.staff.lu.se/article/coronavirus-at-lund-university 

mailto:rektor@rektor.lu.se
mailto:rektor@rektor.lu.se
https://www.thelocal.se/20200310/very-high-risk-of-coronavirus-spreading-in-sweden
https://www.thelocal.se/20200310/very-high-risk-of-coronavirus-spreading-in-sweden
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-51876784
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-51876784
https://www.staff.lu.se/article/coronavirus-at-lund-university
https://www.staff.lu.se/article/coronavirus-at-lund-university
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From challenge to opportunity?

A hope that I seem to share with my Directors of Study colleagues is that the 
current challenges can potentially have a golden edge to them. If nothing else, 
this dearly bought experience is a crash course in distance teaching, and what 
works (and what does not) in that sort of context. When we eventually get back a 
proper campus option, we should be better prepared to add blended teaching 
elements, where e-resources, whether homespun or external, can be better 
integrated in what we do.  

Over the years, worries have been voiced about such developments, not least by 
the trade unions, where the main focus has been whether this might mean that 
universities will eventually try to save money by reducing actual in-class teaching 
hours as the new e-resources are brought in. Such thoughts are extremely alien to 
me, and I have never heard a single word from people who actually make 
financial decisions that would suggest that such ideas are or have ever been 
contemplated. It should be said, that this might be because the social sciences, 
like the humanities, are so starved for teaching resources already that anyone 
sane would realise in an Atkinson-dieting second that it is just not possible to 
shave off any more regardless of “replacement strategies”.

Nevertheless, to me it would represent an exciting opportunity to up the ante, 
and use the perennially scarce teaching hours more effectively. It just seems so... 
wasteful to use expensive local teaching resources – you – to go through basic 
stuff over and over again each time a course is being run. What if some of the 
resources you have developed in the Corona period can be repurposed as 
foundational packages in campus courses – stuff that students can be directed to 
use to more quickly get in gear and become acquainted with the core course 
material? That could mean that you could more quickly drill down to more 
advanced and interesting stuff that you have traditionally found it hard to 
squeeze in. Yes, there would be new pedagogical challenges as a consequence. 
How do we make sure these resources have in fact been used? Diagnostic tests? 
New seminars? What will that cost in terms of hours and efforts? Unless 
crippling money-saving policies are imposed, I remain more than willing to fund 
development projects of this kind. Just come talk to me if you have ideas!

Communication, communication, communication

A university is an amazingly complex organisation when it comes to information 
management: information is after all the absolute heart of what we do in both 
research and teaching. We collect information, share it, synthesise and refine it, 
add value to it, store it. Even at a small education-focused unit such as Graduate 
School, these tasks are astoundingly complicated. It is sometimes easy to forget, 
here in the “information age,” how much information that is still shared and 
processed live. The sudden absence of this background hum of information 
snippets and “triangulation clues” is something I think many of us note on an 
everyday basis now that Campus teaching is impossible, and collegial interaction 
has been severely crippled.

An immediate realisation, one borne out by the mentioned survey, is that 
students too miss this interaction with teachers and fellow students. We are 
getting some heart-rending accounts of loneliness and psychological issues. For 
anyone teaching in the Corona period, please remember this – maybe you could 
occasionally send out mails that are not all business, but provide something 
extra: a little whiff of the richness of Lund as a student experience. We do it too, 
but no one is more important to students right now than you, his/her teachers. 

Indeed, to me the current situation is a good demonstration why things like 
MOOCs are at least not imminent threats to campus-based teaching. In my view, 
it will still take a quantum leap in virtual and augmented reality tech that will 
allow us to mimic hassle-free, rich and spontaneous live interaction before we 
should worry about such competition. We will get there in the end, no doubt, 
and Zoom will then appear as crude as the Atari video games some of oldsters 
experienced in our youth.

At Graduate School we have scrambled to in some way compensate for the 
sudden interaction shortfall. We contact our teaching teams more often and try 
to share what they and we learn; we send out weekly missives to all our students, 
and offer them opportunities to live chat with us on a regular basis; we try to 
gather the Mission control crew in virtual meetings more regularly.
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Tech issues

The rather brusque transition from campus teaching to a wholly virtualised setup  
put some initial pressure on the tech tools we employ. Both Zoom and LUPlay – 
two mainstays – have been under a lot of strain, and particularly LUPlay has been 
slow to update capacity. Zoom has been under heavy scrutiny as its focus on ease 
of use compromised privacy and also led to shall we say undesirable side-effects, 
like hijacking of sessions by unsavoury elements that sometimes spread 
propaganda, bigotry and hatred. While the LU-deployed version of Zoom is 
generally better protected, it might make sense for all of us to explore included 
but optional security measures, including the possibility to make invite URL:s 
unique to each meeting.

An added complication has been that we are still in our earliest phase of 
transition from Live@Lund to Canvas. Canvas is simply far better suited to 
distance learning than Live@Lund ever was. From the autumn, all departments 
will have made the switch (we talk more about the transition in a separate 
article), so we will hopefully be better equipped to deal with contingencies of this 
nature in the future. All in all though, I am impressed by the way we – you – have 
been able to convert complex course structures to a wholly virtualised 
environment. Particular thanks are of course due to the coordinators of the 11 
spring courses and their teams who found themselves in the direct line of fire and 
did the hard work to switch to online teaching in a matter of weeks.

The Graduate School studio(s)

When we realised that off-campus teaching was a real possibility, late in February, 
we quickly bought gear and staff capacity to be able to aid with recording and live 
events. There were some initial worries that these resources would be strained as 
many courses would need access to them in short order. As it turned out, such 
fears proved unfounded, and we could scale back our ambitions as many teachers 
preferred to use laptops and Zoom (or LUPlay) to carry out their teaching. We 
still aim to maintain a single studio setup to aid the final courses this term, as 
well as the initial batch of autumn courses. The main benefit, at this point, is that 
the normal teacher-at-the-whiteboard format can be adopted without any 
changes. It is simply the fastest way to convert an already existing resource to a 
new format. That format can also turn out to be a nice change, every now and 
then, from the otherwise prevalent teacher-sitting-in-front-of-a-laptop model. 
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Announcing the arrival of  Social Scientific Data 
Analysis

After lots of preparatory work, involving development meetings, formal 
decisions, assessments by experts and students, and multiple rounds of revision 
and (re-)planning, our new master program is on the horizon. In Autumn 2021, 
our fifth Graduate School programme, Master of Science in Social Scientific Data 
Analysis (SSDA), will launch. The first cohort will be recruited this Autumn and 
begin its studies in Autumn 2021.

But first, what is Social Scientific Data Analysis?

The master programme will provide advanced training preparing students to 
become professional researchers/ social scientific data analysts based on their 
central focus on the research process and research methodology. The programme 
will provide extensive and intensive training in the research process, research 
design, methodology, qualitative and quantitative methods (taught using 
state-of-the-art and flexible “R” language & RStudio software) as well as applied 
theory and meta-theory.

This programme’s main goal is to train professional social science researchers 
with a rich focus on research methodology. This leads to two short-term 
complementary job markets: data analysts, researchers, and research project 
managers within the private and public spheres, and civil society, as well as 
academic careers via PhD candidateships. The training regime for these two 
groups is strongly overlapping, with minor options for differentiation mainly 
regarding the emphasis on either academic publications or research management 
during the disciplinary elective period and elective courses. All students will be 
provided with content focused on the process and methodology of conducting 
research, including both theory and methods.

The three distinguishing pillars of the programme are methodology, theory, and 
methods:

The methodological pi#ar emphasizes the centrality of the research process, 
research design, and the skill of synchronizing a project’s research questions, 
theoretical approach, and methods choices through sound argumentation and 
research design.
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At long last, we are ready to present Graduate 
School’s fi)h international master programme, 
the MSc in Social Scientific Data Analysis, 
slated to accept its first cohort in 2021. We asked 
the incoming programme director Chris Swader 
to outline what’s in store.

 

Chris Swader
SSDA Programme Director 
Graduate School

SSDA @ Graduate 
School 
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In terms of theory, SSDA is unique in teaching students how to use, 
operationalise, adapt, critique, and build theories (e.g. issues of applied theory, 
meta-theory, and theory building). These crucial aspects are usually left implicit 
in most master programmes, which tend to focus on theoretical content while 
ignoring theoretical structure and function. Of course, SSDA also involves 
theoretical content. It explicitly teaches theories on institutions, organisations, 
and trust, while also offering a range of theory to be studied in elective from. 
This specific content is chosen because of its interdisciplinary and multi-level 
relevance, allowing it to be useful in the widest range of settings. Moreover, 
knowledge of it allows professionals to understand institutional and 
organisational processes such as norms, policies, legal structures, administration, 
evaluation processes, as well as leadership and management.

SSDA’s methods pi#ar ensures large amounts of training in both qualitative and 
quantitative methods. Moreover, its quantitative methods curriculum will be 
taught in powerful, flexible, and free-of-cost ‘R software,’ which will benefit 
many students regardless of their labor market locations. In addition SSDA goes 
beyond ‘multiple methods’ to involve explicit training in mixed methods.

Students will also receive substantial training in their disciplinary major, assigned 
based on their previous social scientific disciplinary background. Confirmed 
majors are: Development Studies, Gender Studies, Human Geography/Human 
Ecology, Political Science, Social Anthropology, Social Work, Sociology, Sociology 
of Law. The programme is also designed to be able to accommodate other 
existing majors at the Faculty of Social Sciences, which may be available at a 
future date (Psychology, Service Management, Strategic Communication, and 
Media & Communication).

How wi# the entrance of SSDA impact education at the Faculty and at Graduate School?

The coming of SSDA will catalyze a number of new courses that will be also 
available to other students. Depending on the size of its cohorts, its 
methodological elements may have additional spaces that are available to master 
students from other programmes as well as PhD candidates. The ‘first run’ of 
some of these courses might not be open to others as we get settled in, but by 
the second iteration, these should be fully operational. New components include: 
“introduction to quantitative methods (using R)” (extra spaces may be open 
starting Autumn 2022), “social network analysis” (extra spaces may be open 
starting Spring 2023), “web scraping and quantitative text analysis” (extra spaces 
may be open starting Spring 2023), “computational approaches in the social 
sciences” (extra spaces may be open on the first iteration of this course in 

Autumn 2022), as well as a “basic statistics refresher course” (available at its first 
iteration in Autumn 2021). Another wider aspect of SSDA is that it is 
complementary to a Faculty-wide shift toward teaching quantitative methods in 
R (or its derivatives Rstudio or Jamovi). This change moves us a way from 
commercial and less flexible software alternatives such as SPSS and Stata, while 
taking full advantage of the quickly evolving and very wide flexibility (not to 
mention job-market possibilities) enabled by software languages such as R 
(relevant course components, such as in machine learning, may also involve the 
Python language). As a result, the Faculty has been supporting its researchers and 
staff to learn R through free Autumn workshops and through a new working 
group. If you are interested in these opportunities, get in touch with Chris 
Swader (the author of this article). Finally, SSDA’s launch will coincide with the 
start of at least two new qualitative methods elective courses. These are being 
planned together with the new methods director, Shai Mulinari, but a couple of 
topics that could be of use to students across the faculty include a course that 
would teach on expert interviews and/or focus group interviews (starting Autumn 
2022) as well as a course that might involve the topics of qualitative process 
tracing and/or historical and archival research (starting Spring 2022).

Before the programme’s launch in 2021, much work is yet to be done, including 
the marketing and advertisement of the programme starting this Autumn, the 
selection of course coordinators and teachers for those courses, and the 
refinement of course content. As usual, Graduate School relies on its 
partnerships with the departments of the Faculty for its teaching expertise, and a 
particularly promising development is emerging agreements between Graduate 
School and individual departments to hire scholars with particular methods 
expertise in order to guarantee longer-term stability for Graduate School’s 
teaching teams as well as to their home departments.

Stay tuned for further SSDA developments, and be sure to contact the Graduate 
School Director of Studies, Mikael Sundström, or me if you want to explore how 
you can be part of the developing SSDA team!

Christopher Swader (Programme Coordinator, Social Scientific Data Analysis & Senior 
Lecturer & Docent, Sociology, Lund University
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A Word From Our New Methods Director

We are going through some very turbulent times. At the time of writing, the 
coronavirus pandemic has hit many countries with great force, while many more 
are preparing themselves for the major surge in cases and associated morbidity 
and mortality to come. National and local governments have responded to the 
pandemic threat in an unprecedented way by severely restricting social life with 
immediate and profound effects on society that are expected to be felt for many 
years after the pandemic is over. 

We all know all of this, of course. However, there are many things we don’t know. 
For example, we don’t know why different countries are choosing different 
strategies, and we don’t know why different experts are making different 
recommendations to their governments. We know that the lockdowns are 
affecting people’s relations with each other but we don’t know exactly how and 
with what effects, positive and negative. We know that inequality is crucial to 
health and social outcomes in this pandemic but we don’t know exactly how and 
why inequality matters. Overall, we know that the pandemic has forced many 
truths about ourselves and our societies into the light but many of us are still 
struggling to wrap our heads around it all. 

As a sociologist of medicine and knowledge, and one that has actually done some 
research on pandemic response, I know that the social sciences will play a leading 
role in answering these and many more questions in the years to come. In my 
research I have, for example, looked at how pharmaceutical companies lobby 
health authorities to get them to stockpile drugs; how and why Sweden and 
Denmark diverged in their vaccination strategies during the 2009 Swine flu 
pandemic; how and why US and EU authorities came to different conclusions 
regarding the effect of influenza drugs used back in 2009; and how vaccination 
coverage differs along lines of race/ethnicity, gender and class. 

This research has often been collaborative and interdisciplinary, and we have 
used both qualitative and quantitative methods. The aim has been to provide a 
solid empirical grounding to the arguments we are presenting. This is of course 
always the aim in research but, I think, it becomes especially critical when 
dealing with contentious topics such as public health decision-making or 
industry lobbying and regulation. Unfortunately, not everyone seems to agree 
with this as we seem to be flooded right now with rapidly produced ‘analyses’ of 
different aspects of the pandemic and the pandemic response that are not 
backed-up with reliable evidence. Although to some degree the lack of empirical 
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Graduate School’s new Methods Director, Shai 
Mulinari, writes about his research experience 
and how this relates to current events and his 
new role here at Graduate School.

Shai Mulinari
Director of Methods 
Graduate School

A Word From Our  
New Methods 
Director
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grounding for arguments is understandable given the many uncertainties 
associated with a rapidly unfolding pandemic, it is nonetheless the case that 
without reliable evidence we are left with speculations whose merit is difficult to 
judge, and which could even be misleading.   

At Graduate School we seek to immunise against this tendency by offering a 
range of methods courses that will come in very handy for anyone who seeks to 
participate in uncovering the truths about ourselves and our societies. To that 
end, we currently offer a line-up of ten in-house methods courses plus one course 
in theory of science, but additional courses may be needed as we move into 
post-pandemic times. Needless to say, our methods courses come in very handy 
even for those that are fed up with this pandemic and just want to move on. 
Because whatever students decide to do, they still need to collect and analyse 
data in order to build a solid social scientific argument – and that I think is what 
we should aim for at Graduate School.  

Figure 1. Sum a# course participants
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Transition to Canvas at Graduate School

In the last six months, getting ready for the Canvas transition has been one of 
the more exciting tasks that I had the opportunity to work with at Graduate 
School. It surely has been and will continue to be a lot of work to switch from 
one online learning platform to another, but we know that it will be worth it as 
we expect both our students and teachers to have a better experience with 
Canvas than they did with Live@Lund. Futhermore, having to digitalize all of our 
courses at such short notice because of the COVID-19 outbreak revealed that we 
need to speed up the transition process, as Canvas offers better tools, that can be 
used in distance education, than Live@Lund, which will soon be a thing of the 
past.

How has our Canvas plan developed?

Ever since we began to develop our Canvas implementation plan, we have 
worked closely with Sahar Valizadeh, the Canvas project manager at the Faculty 
of Social Sciences (Sahar, I want to say a big thank you for all of your help!). 
According to her and the others involved in the project, one of the advantages of 
switching to Canvas is that teachers get to decide how their course pages should 
look like and build the pages themselves, which was not an option in Live@Lund.

That being said, Graduate School is not your average department and we know 
what is on the flip side of the freedom that comes with Canvas. We have courses 
run by teachers from a variety of departments around the faculty and it is not 
hard to predict that their approaches to Canvas might be very different and the 
pages that they create might not look very similar to one another. Besides, the 
fact that Canvas relies heavily on their efforts also means additional work for our 
teachers. 

Thus, taking these downsides into account, we at Graduate School adopted a 
completely different strategy with our Canvas transition plan. Instead of 
expecting our course coordinators and teachers to do all the work, we will 
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6 These are the final days for Live@Lund at Lund 
University. From this autumn, a# of the Faculty, 
including Graduate School, wi# be transitioning 
to Canvas – a far more modern and sophisticated 
Learning Management System (LMS). 
Programme Coordinator Yağmur Yılmaz gives 
you the lowdown on what to expect.Incoming! Meet 

Canvas

Yağmur Yılmaz
Programme Coordinator
Graduate School

Graduate School is among the many departments at Lund 
University that are slowly completing their transition to Canvas as 
their primary online learning platform leaving Live@Lund behind. 
Digital learning has become more relevant than ever because of 
the COVID-19 outbreak and Canvas offers a lot of tools suitable 
for distance learning unlike its predecessor, which has made us 
fast-track our implementation plan.
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translate our course guides into Canvas pages considering that they have already 
put a lot of work into creating and updating course guides with the help of 
Annika Hughes, who takes care of quality assurance as the course guide editor. 
Also, as with our course guides, one of our objectives is to make all our course 
pages have a similar look and feel, improving the experience of our students and 
hopefully our teachers because they will not have to worry about Canvas after 
they are done updating their course guides. However, we certainly want all of our 
course coordinators and teachers to use the different communication tools that 
Canvas offers once their courses kick off !

Canvas has multiple uses

Since we started to work with Canvas, we had the idea that we could use this 
platform for much more than courses. Unlike Live@Lund, which we used 
exclusively for courses, we have the option to create Canvas pages or “cards” for 
study programs or cohorts among other things. This means that it is possible to 
build custom portals to share different types of information that our students 
will need during their time at Graduate School. Accordingly, instead of making 
our current students visit different pages and platforms (i.e. our website and 
Live@Lund) to get all the information that they are looking for, we plan to move 
everything related to current students and their studies from our webpage to 
Canvas, which will serve as a one-stop shop for them! 

Moreover, Canvas will make it easier for us to make sure that our students 
receive certain information and announcements as they will receive updates from 
the Canvas Student app on their phones, as well as email notifications. Notifying 
our students about a last-minute change will not be as much of a headache as it 
used to be in Live@Lund. 

At what stage are we in our implementation plan?

Under normal circumstances, our plan was to move all our course pages to 
Canvas by the beginning of the autumn term of 2020. Nevertheless, that little 
thing called the COVID-19 outbreak happened and forced us to move all our 
courses online in mid-March. This major shift changed the course of our Canvas 
implementation plan, as well.

Live@Lund is definitely deficient when it comes to distance courses, which 
means that some of our teachers need a more interactive and user-friendly 
platform for their teaching. For this reason, we are moving one of our 
Spring-term courses, SIMM48 – Qualitative Analysis and Coding (using 

software), at the request of the course coordinator Alison Gerber as the SIMM48 
teaching team needs tools that Live@Lund does not offer. While this is very 
exciting because it is an opportunity find out what kind of issues we might have, 
it is also a little daunting as the stakes are higher than normal right now as the 
course will be completely online.

To conclude, we are yet to discover everything that the new learning platform 
offers as we were supposed to complete our Canvas implementation plan by the 
end of this summer. However, we want to turn this unexpected and quick 
transition to distance education to our advantage by learning from our pilot 
project, the SIMM48 Canvas page.

Director of Study notes

A special note of gratitude is due to the indefatigable Sahar Valizadeh, who has been 
instrumental in the Canvas transition at our faculty. Always service-minded, affable and 
energetic, she has IMHO been the ideal project manager for this complicated process. I 
would also like to highlight her efforts during the Corona crisis – it is no coincidence that 
the Canvas project became a vital hub for much-needed tech information, tips and warnings. 
Thanks Sahar, and keep up the good work!
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Language Courses
With the inclusion of Middle Eastern Studies in Graduate School, we now also 
provide language teaching in Arabic and Persian. Led by Rafah Barhoum (Arabic) 
and Mehdi Ghavideldostkohi (Persian), the courses can accommodate both 
beginners and more advanced students. The courses are also open to teachers. 
They begin in the autumn terms and continue in the spring, but Rafah and 
Mehdi will accept intermediate and advanced Arabic practitioners/learners this 
spring (complete novices can join next autumn). The courses are not credit 
bearing but you do receive a certificate at the end of each voluntary course.

Arabic

Arabic is a semitic language and it is one of the six official languages of the UN. 
There are a total of 25 independent states and territories that have Arabic as 
their native language. There are many dialects or varieties of a language, like 
modern standard Arabic, Gulf Arabic, Egyptian Arabic, Maghrebi Arab and 
Levantine Arabic. Arabic is written with the Arabic alphabet (ا,بجديّة العربيّة) which 
is written from right to left. The Arabic courses are mainly designed to offer 
basic language skills needed for students intending to do their fieldwork in the 
Middle East.

Persian

Persian is an Indo-European language and one of the major languages of Middle 
East and Central Asia and has been for centuries the second language of the 
Islamic world. Iran is at the very centre of 21st-century geopolitics and studying 
Persian can open the door to a rich and diverse culture, history and literature. 
Persian culture, among many, has produced exquisite miniature painting, fine 
carpets and world-class cinema.

Persian is known as Farsi in Iran, Dari in Afghanistan and Tajik in Tajikistan. Dari 
and Tajiki are in fact variants of Persian. Speakers can understand each other but 
there are variations in terms of accent and terminology. Currently Persian is 
spoken by more than 120 million people.

In addition to Iran, Persian is an official language in Afghanistan, Tajikistan but is 
also spoken by communities in several neighbouring countries, including Bahrain, 
the United Arab Emirates, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Pakistan, Turkey and Israel 
among others, in the Indian Subcontinent and in major migrant communities in 
the USA, Canada and Europe. 
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7 With the inclusion of Middle Eastern Studies in 
Graduate School, we now also provide language 
teaching in Arabic and Persian. Led by Rafah 
Barhoum (Arabic) and Mehdi 
Ghavideldostkohi (Persian), the courses can 
accommodate both beginners and more advanced 
students. The courses are also open to faculty 
teachers!

Annika Hughes  
Information Coordinator
Graduate School

Language 
Courses

We plan to set aside five slots per language 
course for sta! each term – if you are 
interested, please contact Bulëza Emerllahu – 
buleza.emerllahu@sam.lu.se

mailto:buleza.emerllahu@sam.lu.se
mailto:buleza.emerllahu@sam.lu.se
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Formative Evaluation

Formative assessment is an ongoing process where students and teachers gain 
successive insights into the learning process: what do you learn, what insights do 
you get, how does learning work, what methods work, how can you influence the 
process yourself – and get better study techniques and results ?

The point of at least one round of formative evaluation during the course is to 
gain an insight into how the students perceive the content, for example: is it 
interesting, relevant, and does it correspond to learning objectives and 
expectations? It can also give a clue as to the format of the course: are debates, 
seminars and other exercises good for learning? You can also ask other questions 
such as to what extent the reading of the literature and various different forms of 
examination promote learning.

On the SIMP 35 course (15 credits) that I coordinate, I do a formative evaluation 
about halfway through the course. A few days later, I compile the results in a 
magazine I call ‘Collective Feedback’ and distribute it to the students. I also go 
through it briefly with them. 

Director of Study notes

Each time a course wraps up, I meet with the coordinator(s) and sometimes other members of the 
teaching team. This is a time-consuming task given the sheer number of courses at Graduate School, 
and when I kicked off as Director of Study five years ago, I thought I would find it both daunting and, 
frankly, a bit tedious. Instead, I consistently find it fascinating to learn more about the innards of the 
various courses, and about the pedagogical tricks that are being employed. I also do my best to spread 
the many good examples to other teaching teams. 

As I meet so many teachers from different institutional “homes” I can sometimes sniff out (or think I 
can) different pedagogical “cultures” around the faculty where certain tricks of the trade are in more 
ubiquitous use than elsewhere – potentially indicating an problem I think, as it seems that we seem to 
lack an pedagogical idea “exchange”. Something for the pedagogical academy to work on and with 
perhaps? 

But I also find that highly experienced teachers, regardless of their departmental affiliations, are often 
uniformly keen to “insinuate” themselves at a deeper level in their students’ learning processes – and 
to reflect on the “us” rather than the “they” in the teacher/student combo. Anne’s version certainly 
promotes that sort of thinking – and I would love to hear about more variations on that theme. 

Formative evaluations is a concrete way to set about this, and there is a good reason why our friends at 
the Division for Higher Education Development often promote its close relative formative assessment 
above the summative version which (yes) is less complicated but does not add that extra spice to the 
dish. 

Properly done, formative evaluations allow tweaks to be made as the course is running with the aim to 
move the weights around, and focus on stuff that students have evidently found hard to assimilate. 
This should result in better courses, more relevant teaching and, crucially, better educated students. In 
the end, that’s what we, students and teachers alike, are here to accomplish.
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8 In this article, Anne Jerneck guides us through 
the process of writing a formative evaluation. 
Why is it useful and what can we learn !om the 
process?
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Coordinator for SIMP 35 / 
Programme Director,  
Development Studies
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I think it’s the teacher who gets the most out of this insight – like, ‘Are we doing 
sensible things’? ‘Do I meet this group’s learning needs?’ ‘Do instructions and 
communication work?’ ‘Can I change anything during the course?’.

For the students, it can matter that they are heard and seen. And so they train 
more and harder for the final evaluation of the course.

Example of a Formative Evaluation

SIMP 35 SHORT EVALUATION OCTOBER 3

Your Best (Most Effective) Learning Experience – So Far (indicate with X – one or 
several):

Preparing and discussing in Triplets

Discussing in Smaller Teams at Seminars [such as poverty, and development 
theory]

Debating at Seminars [such as food, and climate migration]

Lectures

Writing Assignments Individually [poverty, development theory, Sen]

Writing Assignments Collectively [food, and for climate migration]

Reading and Reflecting on my Own

Your Most Important/Interesting Knowledge Gained – So Far: 

Mention one or several issues / theories from the course that you found 
particularly interesting

1

2

3

Mention one or several insights gained during the course

1

2

3

Your Own Learning Process – Anything You Need to Change/Improve? 

Constructive Su+estions for Changes or Improvements of the Course 

As Regards the Content of the Course

As Regards the Format of the Course 

As Regards the Sequencing of Issues/Theories in the Course
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Faculty of Social Sciences – a Historical 
Overview

Our researchers’ task is to make the functioning and dynamics of society 
comprehensible, thereby creating the opportunity to change and, in the best case, 
prevent the occurrence of problems. Education and research in the social and 
behavioural sciences generates knowledge and solutions that contribute to efficient 
social organisation, economic competitiveness and socia#y sustainable development.

www.sam.lu.se/en/about-the-faculty/facts-and-figures

About the Faculty

The Faculty of Social Sciences at Lund University was established 56 years ago in 
1964, as the result of a government decision to set up faculties of social science in 
all of Sweden’s universities. (p13 ‘Samhällsvetenskapliga fakulteten och de 
ekonomiska ämnena – en komplicerad relation’, Hans Modig in Andersson, 
Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015) It is one of eight faculties at Lund University and 
currently hosts approximately 5 500 full-time students, making it one of the 
university’s largest faculties in terms of number of students.

According to figures from 2018, the Faculty of Social Sciences currently has 15 
Bachelor’s programmes, 3 professional status programmes (leading to 
qualification as a social worker, psychologist or psychotherapist), 23 Master’s 
programmes and approximately 300 single subject courses. There were 135 
incoming students from abroad and 123 outgoing students, 100 PhD students, 50 
professors, 376 teaching staff (lecturers/researchers/employed PhD students) and 
118 technical/administrative staff. In 2018, the Faculty made €36,3 million in 
income from education and €28,6 million from research.

The Faculty of Social Sciences has two campuses, one in Lund and one in 
Helsingborg, ten departments and three centres: Communication and Media; 
Gender Studies; Human Geography; Political Science; Psychology; Service 
Management and Service Studies; Sociology; Sociology of Law; Strategic 
Communication; Social Work; Centre for European studies; Centre for Middle 
Eastern Studies; and Centre for Sustainability Studies.
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9 Six years ago, the Faculty of Social Sciences 
celebrated its 50th anniversary. At the time, a 
book was published that included many facts and 
histories about the Faculty’s 50 years. This article 
contains a sma# selection of some of these, as we# 
as how the history of the Graduate School is 
connected to developments in the Faculty.
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Faculty of Social 
Sciences – a history 

Annika Hughes
Information Coordinator
Graduate School
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Research areas at the Faculty of Social Sciences include:

๏ African rural development and rural-urban linkages

๏ Ageing and elderly care

๏ Armed conflicts and conditions for peace

๏ Child rights

๏ Civil society

๏ Cognition, memory and social psychology

๏ Crime and victims

๏ Environmental politics

๏ Feminism, gender and masculinity in global contexts

๏ Global governance

๏ Hypnosis and paranormal psychology

๏ Media analysis

๏ Middle Eastern Studies

๏ Migration and mobility

๏ Political ecology

๏ Prevention and intervention for mental health

๏ Social justices and the city

๏ Social norm building

๏ Strategic communication

๏ Sustainability in service economies

๏ Welfare issues, inclusion and exclusion

Web source: tinyurl.com/LUsfakhist

A brief history of our Faculty

The more you get to know the activities of the Faculty of Social Sciences, the more 
flexible and changeable it appears. If you observe the changes that have taken place 
over the course of 50 short years, a process appears in constant accelerating motion.

(p42 ‘Femtio år av ständig förändring – i samhälle och vetenskap’,  
Ann-Katrin Bäcklund in Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015) 

The proposal to establish a Faculty of Social Sciences at 
Lund University in 1964 was received with mixed 
feelings by various stakeholders within the university. In 
the referendum that preceded the government’s bill 
and the Riksdag’s decision, the university’s board – the 
larger consortium – argued against the proposal and 
rejected the establishment (of the Faculty). The 
resistance within the university was found in the 
historical-philosophical section, the Faculty of 
Economics, which had been created three years earlier, 
EFSIL (the Faculty of Economics’ student union in 
Lund) and with individual professors. (p14 
‘Samhällsvetenskapliga fakulteten och de ekonomiska 
ämnena – en komplicerad relation’, Hans Modig in 
Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)

Despite these protests however, in Bill No. 50 at the 
1963/64 National Assembly, Minister Ragnar Edenman 
proposed the establishment of social science faculties 
at the universities of Uppsala, Stockholm, Gothenburg 
and Lund. This was also the Riksdag’s decision. (p17 
‘Samhällsvetenskapliga fakulteten och de ekonomiska 
ämnena – en komplicerad relation’, Hans Modig in 
Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)

On May 13, 1964, the Faculty of Social Sciences was 
convened for a first meeting. Called were ordinary 
professors and university lecturers in the subjects of 
economic geography, economic history, business 
administration, commercial law, geography (especially 
cultural geography with economic geography), 

Figure 1: Organisation of 
Faculty of Social Sciences  

“
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economics, pedagogy and educational psychology, psychology, sociology, statistics 
and political science. In total, there were 14 professors and 11 university lecturers 
who were called, 21 were present. The agenda included only choosing the dean 
and vice dean. Professor of Business Administration Nils Västhagen was elected 
with 19 votes. Professor Curt Kihlstedt received 1 vote and 1 vote was blank. 
Professor Carl-Erik Quensel was elected Vice-Dean. (p18 ‘Samhällsvetenskapliga 
fakulteten och de ekonomiska ämnena – en komplicerad relation’, Hans Modig in 
Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)

When it was first established, the Faculty of Social Sciences comprised twelve 
departments: Economic History; Business Economics; Commercial Law; 
International Economy; Economics I & II; Statistics; Geography (cultural and 
economic geography); Pedagogy; Psychology; Sociology; and Political Science. 
(See Table 1 below and p31 ‘Institutioner, avdelningar och anställda’, Gunnar 
Andersson in Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)

The relationship between the School of Economics and the Faculty of Social 
Sciences was fraught however. After many years of debate, the School of 
Economics was separated from the Faculty of Social Sciences from January 1, 
2004. 40 years of debate had thus come to an end. (p18-24 ‘Samhällsvetenskapliga 
fakulteten och de ekonomiska ämnena – en komplicerad relation’, Hans Modig in 
Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015).

A)er 50 turbulent years of reorganization, it can therefore be stated that we 
currently have 12 postgraduate courses but that only 5 of them (political science, 
sociology, pedagogy, cultural geography and psychology) belong to the group that 
origina#y constituted the faculty in 1964.

(p43 ‘Femtio år av ständig förändring – i samhälle och vetenskap’,  
Ann-Katrin Bäcklund in Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)

Economics

Social Sciences

As Table 1 shows, there has been a lot of change in the Faculty over the past 50 
years. New subjects have appeared and some have disappeared or been merged 
with other subjects. The Faculty today is the largest it has ever been. Nearly all 
new subjects or departments seem to follow a career pattern, according to the 
table’s author Gunnar Andersson. It usually begins with an academic 
entrepreneur or enthusiast presenting a new subject in a course or seminar. The 
pioneering subject becomes a course in its own right that eventually can be 
studied at Master’s level. After that comes the final recognition, it becomes a 
research area. That results in Faculty resources being allocated, the appointment 
of a professor and PhD students. After that comes the final hurdle, to become its 
own department. (pages 28-29 ‘Institutioner, avdelningar och anställda’, Gunnar 
Andersson in Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015). As Table 1 shows, quite 
a few departments have been built in this way. For more information about the 
departmental changes that occurred each decade, read ‘Institutioner, avdelningar 
och anställda’, Gunnar Andersson in Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015.

Education can look tremendously unchanging. Basic courses in psychology or 
political science, for example, are ca#ed the same decade a)er decade. But behind 
the designations there is not much that is the same. In 2007, major changes were 
made to the education – a# education plans, a# courses were reviewed !om a new 
student-focused perspective. The process can be described as going !om a teacher’s 
perspective on teaching (we convey our knowledge) to a student’s perspective (what 
should the student learn and how can we make sure that it happens). Concepts such 
as learning goals and progression were probably the most !equently used words at 
the faculty in 2007. 

(p44-45 ‘Femtio år av ständig förändring – i samhälle och vetenskap’,  
Ann-Katrin Bäcklund in Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)

In 2007, a faculty wide review was made of all education plans from a new 
student-focused perspective. That resulted in the education plans that most 
teachers are familiar with today, with learning outcomes based on what a student 
is expected to have learnt during a course.

Over the years, the faculty has become a lot more international in its outlook as 
well as its composition:

“
“
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The internationalization of a# parts of the university has come gradua#y but is 
pervasive, not to say revolutionary. Faculty researchers have greatly increased their 
participation in the international research community through publication, and 
partnership in research projects. As late as the 1970s, not even a successful professor 
made more than a couple of visits to universities outside Europe throughout his 
career. Today, doctoral students are expected to attend international conferences as 
early as the first year of their education.

For our students, there are more opportunities to spend any semester of their studies 
abroad than they are able to take advantage of. And if you don’t want to go out into 
the world, the world comes to us. Foreign students have enabled us to offer truly 
global classrooms today. We were out early with English-language programs and it 
produced results. The number of overseas students has not decreased despite the 
introduction of fees.

Many teachers who have been hired in recent years come !om positions at other 
Swedish or foreign universities. A large number of doctoral students wi# be added 
with a basic degree !om foreign universities. We have recruited more international 
staff for a few years in the 2000s than we have done for the other 40 years. Both 
employees and students today have a global labor market. Our alumni are found on 
a# continents and Brussels is an equa#y obvious labor market as Stockholm.

(p46-47 ‘Femtio år av ständig förändring – i samhälle och vetenskap’,  
Ann-Katrin Bäcklund in Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)

And the faculty has also become much more interdisciplinary over the years: Table 1: (taken from page 30 ‘Institutioner, avdelningar och anställda’, Gunnar Andersson in 
Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)
Table 1: (taken from page 30 ‘Institutioner, avdelningar och anställda’, Gunnar Andersson in 
Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)
Table 1: (taken from page 30 ‘Institutioner, avdelningar och anställda’, Gunnar Andersson in 
Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)
Table 1: (taken from page 30 ‘Institutioner, avdelningar och anställda’, Gunnar Andersson in 
Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)
Table 1: (taken from page 30 ‘Institutioner, avdelningar och anställda’, Gunnar Andersson in 
Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)
Table 1: (taken from page 30 ‘Institutioner, avdelningar och anställda’, Gunnar Andersson in 
Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)

1964 1974 1984 1994 2004 2014

Economic 
History

Economic 
History

Economic 
History

Economic 
History EHL* EHL

Business Business Business Business

Commercial 
Law Commercial Law Commercial Law Commercial 

Law

Int Economics Economics Info-ADB Political 
research

Economics I Statistics Economics Info-ADB
Economics II Statistics Economics

Statistics Statistics

Comments on table: Courses are without italics or highlights. News are highlighted in bold text.

* EHL = Ekonomihögskolan (School of Economics and Management)

Comments on table: Courses are without italics or highlights. News are highlighted in bold text.

* EHL = Ekonomihögskolan (School of Economics and Management)

Comments on table: Courses are without italics or highlights. News are highlighted in bold text.

* EHL = Ekonomihögskolan (School of Economics and Management)

Comments on table: Courses are without italics or highlights. News are highlighted in bold text.

* EHL = Ekonomihögskolan (School of Economics and Management)

Comments on table: Courses are without italics or highlights. News are highlighted in bold text.

* EHL = Ekonomihögskolan (School of Economics and Management)

Comments on table: Courses are without italics or highlights. News are highlighted in bold text.

* EHL = Ekonomihögskolan (School of Economics and Management)

Table 2: (taken from page 30 ‘Institutioner, avdelningar och anställda’, Gunnar Andersson in 
Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)
Table 2: (taken from page 30 ‘Institutioner, avdelningar och anställda’, Gunnar Andersson in 
Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)
Table 2: (taken from page 30 ‘Institutioner, avdelningar och anställda’, Gunnar Andersson in 
Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)
Table 2: (taken from page 30 ‘Institutioner, avdelningar och anställda’, Gunnar Andersson in 
Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)
Table 2: (taken from page 30 ‘Institutioner, avdelningar och anställda’, Gunnar Andersson in 
Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)
Table 2: (taken from page 30 ‘Institutioner, avdelningar och anställda’, Gunnar Andersson in 
Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)

1964 1974 1984 1994 2004 2014

Geo  
cult and ec

Behav sciences 
dept.

Cult and Ec 
Geo

Cult and Ec Geo
Gender 
Studies

Gender Studies

Pedagogy Geo deptl Pedagogy Pedagogy Cult and Ec Geo Cult and Ec Geo
Psychology Ped Lund Psychology (PI) Psychology (PI) Pedagogy Human Ecology

Sociology Ped LHS
Sociology of 

Law
Sociology

Psychology 
(IP)

Media and 
Comm

Political Science Psychology (PI)
School of 

Social Work
Peace and 

Conflict
Sociology Psychology (IP)

Soc of Law 
Sem

Sociology
Media and 

Comm

Peace and 
Conflict

Sociology of 
Law

Sociology Info tech
Sociology of 

Law
Media and Comm Service Mgmt

Political Science
Soc 

anthropology

Soc 
anthropology

Sociology of Law Sociology

Political Science
School of Social 

Work
Social 

anthropology
Pedagogy

Applied 
Psychology

Political Science
School of Social 

Work
Social 

anthropology

Applied 
Psychology

Political Science
School of Social 

Work

Strategic 
Comm

Political Science

Peace and 

Conflict

Comments on table: Courses are without italics or highlights. Departments are in italics and news are 
highlighted in bold text.
Comments on table: Courses are without italics or highlights. Departments are in italics and news are 
highlighted in bold text.
Comments on table: Courses are without italics or highlights. Departments are in italics and news are 
highlighted in bold text.
Comments on table: Courses are without italics or highlights. Departments are in italics and news are 
highlighted in bold text.
Comments on table: Courses are without italics or highlights. Departments are in italics and news are 
highlighted in bold text.
Comments on table: Courses are without italics or highlights. Departments are in italics and news are 
highlighted in bold text.
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There are a number of factors that have had an impact on the development of a 
co#aborative faculty culture. Increased demands for exce#ent work in research, 
education and administration, coupled with strict financial conditions, are a 
driving force of a whipping nature. But there have also been carrots. It has been of 
central importance that the institutions have developed so many joint programmes, 
not least the international master’s programs where teachers !om different 
disciplines work within the same courses. Programme courses require a management 
group and in these you meet across institutional boundaries. It is not impossible that 
meetings in such management groups have given rise to more interdisciplinary 
research than a# targeted initiatives for cross-border co#aboration.  

(p44 ‘Femtio år av ständig förändring – i samhälle och vetenskap’,  
Ann-Katrin Bäcklund in Andersson, Gunnar; Jerneck, Magnus 2015)

Graduate School – a Part of Faculty History

There already were two international master programmes in existence at the 
faculty – Welfare Policies and Management and International Development and 
Management, but those belonged to the Political Science and Human Geography 
departments respectively. Coordinating master programmes at the faculty level 
was something that had not been done before...While the intention for the 
(Graduate School) programmes to be international was a primary focus !om the 
start, the interdisciplinary aspect of the proposed programmes came later.”

 
(p7 ‘Looking back’, Milan Burke,  

Graduate School Newsletter Issue #9, Autumn 2017)

Indeed, Graduate School can be seen as a result of the Faculty’s focus on 
internationalisation and interdisciplinary outreach. Graduate School is a 
department that draws on the entirety of the Faculty’s resources. We have 
teachers from most departments and students majoring in most subjects across 
the Faculty. Graduate School opened in the Autumn of 2007 and has since 
developed from consisting of three programmes, to four: the MSc Programmes 
in Development Studies, Global Studies, Middle Eastern Studies and Social 
Studies of Gender. The validation procedure is currently underway for a fifth, 
new 2-year master’s programme at Graduate School – a MSc in Social Scientific 
Data Analysis (SSDA). The first cohort will be recruited to begin in Autumn 
2021.

Sources
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๏ Graduate School Newsletter Issue #9, Autumn 2017 
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